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Message from the CEO

Message from Andy Calitz, CEO of LNG Canada
university town in South Africa where I was
raised, and being the eldest son, I really didn’t
consider any other path. In fact, I didn’t even
consider any other choice for a degree than
to follow in my father’s footsteps to study
electrical engineering.
After graduating with a degree in his field,
I went on to earn two more degrees – one
in Commerce because I wanted a better
understanding of money, and the other in
Business Administration, because I wanted to
understand and lead a company one day.

Education and
lifelong learning.
From the outset of our project,
LNG Canada has emphasized the
importance of education and
training, and we have funded both
through a variety of workforce
development programs. While we
want to ensure there is a skilled
workforce available to our project
should our joint venture participants
take a final investment decision,
we also recognize that many of the
people working on our project have
been trained by other institutions
and companies, so we also want to
pay it forward.
For myself, education, regardless
of what you study or learn, is of
paramount importance. Thinking
back to my own education, the
idea of going to university after
graduating high school never
really seemed much of a choice.
As my father was a consulting
engineer and engineering lecturer
in Stellenbosch, a wine-making

“I was fortunate in so many
ways. Not only because I was
raised in a family that could
afford secondary education,
but also because it seemed
a simpler time then – with
fewer career choices and jobs
available once you earned
your degree.”
Benjamin Franklin said, “An investment in
knowledge pays the best interest.” I don’t
remember being taught this in the Commerce
program I took, but life has since proved that
Franklin was right.
I have three children, and one now has
children of her own. Each of my kids has
gone on to pursue higher education, and the
advice I gave them was to take a course they
felt passionate about, and choose an industry
they also feel passionate about. A scientist,
electrical engineer and architect resulted
from the advice I shared, and I’m proud of
their accomplishments every day, particularly
because they’ve chosen fields of study and
practice that are meaningful to them.

The educational choices each
of us makes is personal – for
one person, pursuing a skilled
trade will be the passion they
seek; for another it’s a college
diploma in the arts; and for
another a university degree in
business or communications.
There is no one right answer when it comes
to choosing an educational path, but I
believe, in all cases, education holds the key
to a promising future.
I encourage young people to always think –
“What is the most complex challenge and
problem that I can solve?” Not only does
our society reward problem solvers, it is
personally rewarding to take on a challenge
and put your best effort towards solving
it – whether that’s a Chef deciding what to
cook next, or an Engineer figuring out how
to build a bridge.
While I haven’t attended school in a very
long time, I consider myself to be a life-long
learner, fuelled by curiosity about how things
work, and how they are interconnected.
I hope you are too and look forward to
learning from each of you in the future.

Andy Calitz
CEO, LNG Canada

COVER PHOTO:
Representatives of the students who successfully
graduated from Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary
in 2017
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Adult education can start with a
high school graduation diploma

LNG Canada recently
contributed $25,000 towards
the cost of hiring a teacher at
Kitimat Valley Institute (KVI)
to assist students completing
courses that allow them to
graduate with their Dogwood
diploma – equivalent to
completion of Grade 12.

The teacher can help students with course
content and the extra tutoring support they
may need to successfully graduate.
For the majority of adults attending the Adult
Graduation Diploma program at KVI, funding
to cover the costs of the course is generally
available. The extra support made available
by LNG Canada helps to ensure the adult
students will have the academic support they
need to be successful.

Community feedback
LNG Canada is committed to providing
open and transparent means for the
community to seek information, raise
concerns, and have inquiries addressed
in a timely manner.
We will make every effort to respond
to you as quickly as possible, and it
is our commitment that all inquiries
will receive a response within two
business days.

If you are 18 years or older,
you are eligible to enrol in the
program to receive an adult
graduation diploma, free of
charge. Drop into KVI for
more information or call
250-639-9199 to register.

Provide your feedback: If you have questions, concerns or feedback you would like
addressed, please contact us through one of the following methods:
Local and toll-free telephone number: 1-855-248-3631 or 250-639-3229
feedback@lngcanada.ca
Questions, concerns and feedback can be made in person in many ways, i.e.
at open houses, directly to LNG Canada staff, through the Kitimat Community
Advisory Group, and through appointments. Please call 250-639-3229 to book
an appointment.
Additionally, sometimes the best way to get immediate answers to your
questions is to visit our website at lngcanada.ca or follow us on Facebook.
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A level playing field
Kidsport Kitimat provides financial
assistance to eligible families in Kitimat
to cover the costs of sports registration
for their kids. Children can apply to
Kidsport once a year to participate in
the sport of their choice. More recently,
Kidsport has been able to fund sporting
equipment, alongside registration fees.
Removing the financial barriers to
playing organized sports is like a
playing field leveller, and gives all
children an equal opportunity to take
part. LNG Canada is proud to be a
sponsor of Kidsport, and has committed
$15,000 per year to the organization
over the next two years.

For more information on
Kitimat Kidsport please visit:
www.kidsportcanada.ca
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Competing for Gold
Skills BC is a non-profit
organization that works
with industry, educators,
government and labour to
promote rewarding and
in-demand skilled trade
and technology careers
to BC’s youth. This year,
LNG Canada continued its
sponsorship of Skills BC at
the Gold sponsor level.

01: L to R: Tracey Mackinnon with
competitors Marco Canil and Joshua Evans.
02 & 03: Patrick Hamer (Carpentry) and
Julian Burkett (Automotive Technician).

Skills BC is likely best known for its annual
Olympic-style competitions hosted in
communities throughout BC. Regional
competitions allow BC students from Grades
6 through 12 to showcase their talents in the
skilled trades and technologies. Students in
secondary grades compete in a variety of skills
competitions. Winners are awarded gold, silver
or bronze medals, with gold winners qualifying
to compete in the annual provincial competition.
“LNG Canada has sponsored the event for
the last few years”, says Tracey Mackinnon,
manager of the Workforce Development
portfolio for LNG Canada. Mackinnon
attended the April 5, 2017 provincial
competition held in Abbotsford and said, “It’s
truly inspiring to see these young people work
so hard, and also witness the talents they
already have at such a young age.”
Like the Summer and Winter Olympic Games,
it takes a lot of work to pull off the annual
competition. In addition to companies such as
LNG Canada contributing funds, it takes 600
volunteers, 2,000+ competitors and 30,000
students from 150+ schools across BC.
Joshua Evans, a Grade 12 student from
Caledonia Secondary School in Terrace, BC,
was one of this year’s competitors. Joshua
says that it wasn’t until he was in Grade 10
that he decided to pursue a career in the
trades. A course in drafting, that he enjoyed,

led to his decision to pursue architectural
drafting, which involves mathematics, applied
mathematics and the visual arts – all areas he
says he’s interested in.
Evans says his drafting teacher had a strong
influence on his career choice. While his
teacher didn’t try to convince him to go
into the trades, the teacher’s attitude
and teaching methods helped Evans see
architecture in a positive light.
Looking forward to being able to express
his creativity through his work, Evans plans
to attend a local college and then transfer
to university. Evans recognizes he has a long
road ahead of him.
When not at a drafting table, Evans creates
electronic-based music (EDM) and has been
producing EDM for a couple of years. He
is also actively involved with the Scouting
Organization, and on weekends you can find
him working at Tim Hortons, saving towards
his career in the trades.
Marco Canil also competed in the Skills BC
competition. A student at Mount Elizabeth
Secondary School in Kitimat, Canil said his
decision to consider a career in the trades
also could be traced back to a supportive
drafting teacher. Following high school
graduation, Canil plans to attend Kwantlen
Polytechnic University.
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Construction safety training system

Safety comes first… always
The core of LNG Canada’s
culture is to focus on safety,
and part of that focus is to set
clear expectations for all staff
and contractors about safety
on the project – even before
they start to work on site.
From offering a world-class site
induction for every person who
will be employed on the project,
to incorporating a culture of safety
into every aspect of the company’s
operations, there will be nothing more
important than the health and safety
of LNG Canada’s workforce.
A tangible demonstration of this
commitment is LNG Canada’s
investment in building British
Columbian’s skills set ahead of
construction starting. With this in
mind, LNG Canada is contributing
$100,000 to build safety competencies
and improve the readiness of the
construction workforce, specifically in
Northwest BC, to enable individuals
employed by contractors in the
construction industry to take their
Construction Safety Training System
(CSTS) course.

Construction Safety
Training System
The CSTS is a compilation of 15 online
modules that provide worker-specific
training recognized by the industry
Canada-wide. It is an excellent learning
tool for individuals that are new to
construction, or for those that have
not received formal training in the
past, but have work experience. Topics
covered in the training include Fall
Protection, and Ladders & Scaffolding,
two areas of high exposure activities
required on any construction site.

BC Construction Safety Alliance (BCCSA) is
the administrator of CSTS and is managing
LNG Canada’s contribution. BCCSA is a nonprofit organization that provides more than
40,000 employers with the best in safety
programs, safety training, consultation
services and resources to help improve safety
for workers across British Columbia.

LNG Canada’s investment covers all of
British Columbia, but priority will be given
to workers from Northwest BC, aligning
with LNG Canada’s commitment to invest
in the communities in which it will operate.
For more information please visit BCCA
website at: www.bccassn.com

LNG Canada believes its investment
will enable thousands of individuals to
have access to the online modules at no
cost. LNG Canada hopes many of these
individuals may eventually work on the LNG
Canada project.

Shell, PetroChina, KOGAS and Mitsubishi Corporation are proposing to build and operate LNG Canada – a liquefied natural gas export facility in Kitimat, B.C.

LNG Canada contributes $1.5 million
to trades training in BC

Small employers in BC who would like help covering
costs of Foundation or Apprenticeship training for an
employee interested in developing their skills in high
demand trades can now apply for funding.
The fund is administered by the BC Construction
Association (BCCA) and details of the training fund,
including eligibility criteria and application dates, are
available on the BCCA website at: www.bccassn.com
LNG Canada recognizes that employers who sponsor
apprentices today are playing a big role in training the
skilled journeypersons that the LNG sector will need in
the future. To take part in the skilled trades
opportunities opening up over the next decade as a
result of the growing LNG industry, British Columbians
need to start their training now.
That’s why LNG Canada has added an additional
$500,000 in funding to the original $1,000,000
contribution (which has been fully awarded). In this way,
LNG Canada continues to step up to support BC’s
construction employers by providing resources to help
fund industry and apprenticeship training in BC.
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Coast mountain scholarships

Coast Mountain scholarships

LNG Canada sponsored eight scholarships for Grade 12
students who plan to pursue a career in the trades.

L to R: Tristin Thompson (airplane mechanic),
Marcus Galamini (power engineer),
Tyler Flegel (automotive)

To be considered for an LNG Canada scholarship, students had
to reside in Kitimat or Terrace, and applied through their schools,
with the school determining the most qualified candidate to
receive the LNG Canada scholarship.

Shell, PetroChina, KOGAS and Mitsubishi Corporation are proposing to build and operate LNG Canada – a liquefied natural gas export facility in Kitimat, B.C.

Top of their class
“Supporting young people
as they pursue a career in
the skilled trades is part of
our overall strategy to invest
in the development of skills
training in the communities
in which we operate,”
said Tracey Mackinnon, LNG Canada’s
Workforce Development Manager.

program.” Soden plans to continue the
welding program at Northwest Trades and
Employment Training Centre or at NAIT
in Edmonton – and he plans to take the
summer to decide.
His long-term goal: “To complete my Red
Seal in welding and have my heavy-duty
mechanic’s ticket.” Soden says he wants
the dual ticket because “It will make me
more valuable anywhere in the world and
give me opportunities that come from
having experience and flexibility in more
than one trade.”
Tristin Thompson, an LNG Canada
scholarship recipient from Mount Elizabeth
who plans to pursue a career in Airplane
Maintenance Engineering at Okanagan
College, credits being “a hard worker,
smart, and a quick learner” as traits that
contributed to his being awarded the
scholarship.

Chance Soden (welding) and Amy Carpino (welding)

Each scholarship recipient received a
scholarship of $2,500. 2017 scholarship
recipients include:
Northwest Trades and Employment
Training Centre
• Amy Carpino – Welding
• Chance Soden – Welding
New Caledonia – Terrace
• Julian Burkett – Automotive Technology
• Michael Wraight – Heavy Duty Mechanic
Mount Elizabeth Secondary School
• Tyler Flegel – Automotive Technology
• Marcus Galamini – Power Engineering
• Gavin Leite – Electrical
• Tristan Thompson – Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer
Chance Soden plans to pursue a career
in welding, and says, “It feels fantastic
to know I was awarded a scholarship…
this will really help continue my welding

Amy Carpino attended Northwest Trades
and Employment Training Centre and plans
to take her B level for welding at Northwest
Community College in Terrace next year. She
credits hard work and being strong minded
as traits that have and will help her succeed.
Katherine Johnsen, Kitimat Scholarship
Chairperson at Mount Elizabeth Middle
Secondary School, considers the students
commitment and enthusiasm, their level
of academic standing and rigour, and
ensures their chosen field reflects the
scholarship criteria in making her selections
for scholarship recipients. Having a positive
mind-set is also an attribute she thinks is
valuable for a young person today.
To succeed in their chosen field, Johnsen
recommends young people, “Need to be
passion-based about their pursuits and
personal and career choices.” She believes
their work needs to fulfill a purpose in their
lives, strive for excellence and have a desire
for lifelong learning.

Similar to Johnsen, Anne Malo, NW
Education ‘88’ Foundation Scholarship
Selection Committee Member looks
at the career choices the scholarship
candidates are making, the grades
they’ve achieved and their written
submission. She believes that
“commitment, dedication, ambition,
and a desire to succeed” are the traits
a young person needs to have to
succeed in their chosen career.
And the traits that Dawn Martin,
Chair of the NW Education ‘88’
Foundation from Terrace Secondary
School, thinks young people need to
succeed? “People skills, working as a
team member, flexibility to change,
a willingness to upgrade, and keep
abreast of current information and be
computer literate.”
All sound advice for next year’s
scholarship applicants.
LNG Canada would like to
congratulate the young people who
successfully graduated in 2017 from
Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary,
and the eight LNG Canada scholarship
recipients. We want to thank the
schools and teachers who adjudicated
the students’ applications and
appreciate the time and effort
they took.

We look forward
to supporting next
year’s graduates as
they pursue careers
in the skilled trades.
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Events

Some of our past events
Health and Wellness
On the first weekends of May and
June, LNG Canada was proud to
sponsor the use of Riverlodge
Recreation Centre and Sam Lindsay
Aquatic Centre in Kitimat, as health
and wellness are important to us.

Thank you to the
community members who
were able to enjoy the
weekend activities.

APEGA Competition
On May 6, students competed in the APEGA Popsicle Stick Bridge
Building Competition. LNG Canada was pleased to sponsor the
event as the competition promotes and encourages students
to pursue a field in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics). Trevor Feduniak, LNG Canada Construction
Engineering Manager, was pleased to present the award for
category three (which is grades 8 to 10) to Sara Landrath from
Prince Rupert Middle School. Sara’s bridge withstood 134 lbs. of
force before it broke.
L to R: Trevor Feduniak, Sara Landrath and Alex Ramos-Espinozo.

Good to Know Series – LNG Markets
LNG Canada held a session in February on LNG markets to explain
the dynamics and key investment criteria that projects look at. In
April, we held a session on Bear Awareness that focused on the
importance of always being aware of your surroundings and taking
necessary precautions.

Shell, PetroChina, KOGAS and Mitsubishi Corporation are proposing to build and operate LNG Canada – a liquefied natural gas export facility in Kitimat, B.C.

Future high school graduates of 2029
Representatives from the Kildala
03
Elementary 2017 kindergarten class.
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Learn more and get involved
LNG Canada is committed to ensuring local communities and First Nations have
meaningful opportunities to learn about, and provide input on, the proposed project.
We believe that by working together and understanding what is important to you,
we can design, build and operate a project that considers community interests,
and provides benefits to north coast communities and all British Columbians.
A number of ways exist for you to learn more and provide feedback.
• In person: Please call 250-639-3229 to book an appointment. Periodic open houses
or community meetings will be held throughout the year.
• Call: Toll free 1-855-248-3631 or local 250-639-3229
• Email: Specific feedback or concerns about our operations – feedback@lngcanada.ca
Contracting and procurement inquiries – contracting@lngcanada.ca
• Website: lngcanada.ca
• Facebook: facebook.com/lngcanada
• YouTube: youtube.com/lngcanada

